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Subject - Science
1. Learn Lesson 3.
2. Define simple machine and write its types.

Subject- Computer
1) Fill in the blanks:
a) Blaise Pascal invented....................
b) Charlse Babbage had developed................. and................. engines.
c) The first automatic electromechanical was..............
d).................... was first general purpose electronic digital computer.
e) ........................ was the first computer programmer of the world.
f) The full form of CPU is.......................................
2) Match the following:
Group A
Group B
a) Pascaline

The first stored program computer

b) Slide Rule

The first general purpose computer

c) ENIAC

The first mechanical calculator

d) ABC

The first electronic digital computer
The first analog device

Subject- English
Giving Instructions:
Have you ever instructed people to prepare something or follow the direction? What kind of
sentences did you use to instruct them? Look at the following set of instructions on how to
operate a photocopy machine and mark the phrases used for giving instructions.
How to operate a photocopy machine?
First of all, you turn on the photocopy machine. Then put the face of the paper that you want to
copy on the screen of the machine. Next, select the size of the paper and the number of copies

that you want to photocopy. After that, push the start button and the copier starts working.
Finally, you will get the papers that you want.
Tips for giving instructions
1. While giving instructions, we need to use connectors. Some common connectors are as
follows:

2. We mostly use imperative sentences while giving instructions.
Here are models with connectors and imperative sentences
How to fix a bicycle puncture?
1. First of all, deflate the tube.
2. After that remove the tube from the type.
3. Next inflate the tube and dip into water to find the leak.
4. Then remove the tube from water and mark the punctured area.
5. Prepare a patch to cover the hole.
6. After that apply gum over the punctured area and put the patch on it.
7. Press the patch well on the hole and let it dry for some time.
9. Finally, your tube is ready to use. Put it back into the tyre and inflate it.
Preparing a cup of tea.
First of all, take a cup of water. Then add some sugar and tea as per the taste. After that, boil
the mixture for about a minute. You can put the tea only after the water is boiled as well. Your
tea is ready to serve.
• Now Prepare a set of instructions to do the following things:
a. Joining an online class in zoom app.
b. Submitting your assignment in Google class.
c. Creating your email address.
d. Preparing noodles.

The End.

